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Letter from the President:

A Note from your Secretary:

From Da Prez ,

The Hill Country Shoot turned out to be as good as
ever, even with the high gas prices. Thanks to everyone… the officers, especially Pat Handley, our Range
Captain, the volunteers, vendors, donors and the members and participants. Thanks are certainly in order to
the Bug Scuffle Ranch for hosting this event and especially to Bryan Keeling for his efforts. Bryan is not
an officer but contributes an enormous amount to this
shoot. From mowing and clearing trails, transporting
the targets from storage, range set up, tear down,
cleanup, hauling trash, teardown, and returning the
targets to storage. Thank you Bryan!

Hello fellow archers! I hope everyone is well. Anyone
that missed Chester , missed another good shoot, as always. Congrats to Bill & Nan for 25 years! We have
had many inquiries about the "Off The Shelf" rule. This
is a re-clarification of the rule was put in place two
years ago. We enjoy a very simple form of archery
without range police. Our tournaments this season have
set new records for attendance, so it seems that many
agree. We do not want to mirror or imitate the other
archery clubs. We are Traditional Bowhunters of
Texas , Keep it simple keep it fun! Looking forward to
seeing everyone at Texas State Longbow Championship.

Your contributions to our youth program are at work.
Bryant and I attended the Glen Parker Memorial Stickbow Roundup in Chester and took our TBoT youth
bows and arrows. We were able to put 3 bows in the
hands of 11 year olds (two being my own cousins
working on their Boy Scout Merit Badge in Archery).
They all three shot Saturday and came back on Sunday. They had a blast, thanks to those of you that donated to this effort.

Wm. (Bud) Murphy Jr.

Note to all members:
Some members have expressed that they do not want a
paper copy of the newsletter sent to them in the mail
and that they prefer the color on-line version. If you do
not wish to receive a paper newsletter in the mail,
please e-mail Brenda Stein
( brenda.stein@sbcglobal.net ) and let her know so
your name can be taken off the newsletter mailing list.

Our membership dues will be increasing effective
January 1, 2012. See page 19 for details. Renew
early!!!
Brenda
EDITORS NOTE:
I need help! Please send me pics of your traditional
successes; both in the field and on the range. Everyone
wants to see your pictures and read about your adventures in the traditional world. E-mail any pictures and
stories to jbischoffberger@yahoo.com.

ON THE COVER:
Keegan Bohannon proudly displaying his First Place
belt buckle he won at the Cinnamon Creek TBoT shoot
on April 17,2011.
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2011 TBoT Shoot Schedule
May 28-29, 2011—Texas State Longbow Championship—Memorial Day Weekend. For more information contact
David Sykes—420 Throckmorton St, Ste 710 Fort Worth, Tx 76102. Phone (817) 332-1219 FAX (817) 332-3296.
Non-TBoT Shoot
**Cancelled** - June 4&5 - Abilene - Contact Butch Gleghorn 325-944-3517, http://abilenebowhunters.org/

TBoT Shoot**Cancelled**

June 4&5 - Collin County Bowhunters - Charles Alexander 469-450-2130 - http://collincountybowhunters.org
TBoT Shoot
June 25&26,2011 - Texas Recurve Championship - Door prizes and novelty shoot. Recurve classes for men and
women. Overall award for men and women best open and wood round combined. Wood classes must be shot off the
shelf. Sat start 8am and cards in by 5pm. Sun start 8am and cards in by 2:30pm. Contact Todd Pool at 817-228-8061,
email huntinpool@msn.com NON TBoT Shoot
July 9&10 - Mid-Summer Meltdown - San Angelo - Contact Butch Gleghorn 325-944-3517. TBoT Shoot
**Check out the LSBA Shoot Schedule for a few more 3D shoots on the LSBA website NON TBoT Shoots

TBoT Equipment Guidelines
“Traditional Archery” as defined by this organization, incorporates forms, styles, and preferences from the primitive archers’ use of natural
materials to those utilizing the latest of manmade products however, the resulting encounterment must meet the following criteria:
1. No moving parts. When assembled, the working bow is to be one solid piece. Must be shot off the shelf.
2. No Sights. This includes markings on the bow or string.
3. Arrows are to be no less than 6 inches shorter than the draw length of the archer using the bow. (e.g., to allow Turkish, siper-type over
draws but disallow vertical crossbows)
4. Release shall be accomplished with the digits of the drawing hand.
In the event a participant is unable to meet the guidelines as specified but it is felt the style meets the intent and purpose of this organization,
they can submit appeal for acceptance to the Executive Council (EC). The EC shall then decide the issue.
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Primitive Bunny
By: Alex Gutierrez
Wood, string and bone. That is what my gear consisted of that day. An Osage self bow, cedar arrow and an arrowhead
made from the scale of an alligator gar. The bow was a recent purchase from an old bow fishing buddy of mine, 46lbs
at 28 inches with recurved tips and a snakeskin backing, she is a joy to shoot. I had just finished reading an article in
Traditional Bowhunter about bone broad heads and a thought came to me, never a good thing according to those who
know me. If he can make a broadhead out of bone, why can’t I use the scale of an alligator gar as an arrow tip. I had
read somewhere, long ago, about natives using the same on their arrows, the scales from a larger gar are the proper
size and close to the proper shape. It can be done I thought to myself and proceeded to collect some of the better
scales from a collection of gar hides we always dump at the ranch. I began by using a dremmel tool to cut out slots to
tie them onto the arrow and then a belt sander to give them an edge. The scales are made up of a material similar to
enamel and are the second hardest organic material known to man, second only to the enamel of teeth. They sharpened up nice and sharp, and by leaving a burr on the edge, I could cause maximum damage with the less than razor
sharp heads. I only had one cedar shaft left after building some arrows for a buddy of mine and it was spined way too
high for my little self bow, but I decided to leave it full length and have a go with it, its only a test right? After hafting
the scale to the shaft and tying on some feathers I had collected from an old raven that had gotten to close to the horse
feed, I almost ran outside to test out how true the arrow flew.
I set up my block target at 10yrds and readied for the shot. I picked a spot, drew, came to anchor and,…let down.
Something just didn’t feel right. I cut the distance in half and tried again. At the release, I was sure happy I had listened to my inner self. The arrows were so stiff, that I almost missed the target. Whew that was close. I canted the
bow almost horizontal for the next shot and actually hit the 4 inch bull’s-eye. After a few shots, I was reasonably confident in my ability and proceeded to step back a couple more yards. I was doing good out to 15 before I decided to
call it an evening. As I was collecting my gear and stowing in my pickup, I noticed a cottontail move in the pasture
about 50yrds away. Should I? Yeah why not, it’s a test right? We have to test everything when we get a chance, and
what better way to test the lethality of the arrow tip than on a live animal, albeit a small one, but game nonetheless.
Now how to get within 10yrds of an animal that has already spotted me and is trying to figure me out. Keep doing
what I was doing I thought, pretend to ignore it and casually got closer to him. At 15yrds he finally noticed me getting
closer and figuring something was up, took a few of tentative hops deeper into the brush. Now is my chance, he is relying on his natural camouflage and will think that I can not see him until it is too late. I snuck up to about 12ft and
finally picked him out from under the prickly pear he chose as cover and started maneuvering for a shot. Found a decently clear lane and I started going through my preshot ritual, Pick a spot, steady draw, solid 3 point anchor and back
tension…oh yea, the severe cant, I almost forgot. OK, everything feels right, wait a minute why is my arrow already
flying towards the rabbit, I don’t remember the release. But it flew true and penetrated to the feathers through both
shoulder blades and it was over just as quick. My little plan came to completion.
I don’t know if anyone else has used a gar scale as a broadhead since the days of the Seminoles, but I do know that it
was fun to go back in time, if only for a short while. Maybe, if I can get a stronger self bow, I will try the gar scales
on something larger, maybe not. It was only a test after all, or was it the beginning of something else….only time will
tell.
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TBoT Shoot Results

The “Elk across the Canyon” is always a real challenge
at the Hill Country Shootout!

TBot Member Pete Piper made a perfect shot on
one of those pesky turkeys at the Hill Country
Shootout.
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TBoT would like to congratulate all the raffle prize
Winners at the Hill Country Shootout. There were
many prizes and the following are some of the highlights:

*Hunt on Bugscuffle Ranch - Mike Thome
*Longbow By Roland Jenkins - Holly Middleton
*Foley Custom Bow Gift Certificate - Elaine Compton
*Arvin Weaver Selfbow Gift Certificate - John Reyna
*10 Again Arrows - Randy Koopman
*LSBA Youth Membership - Campbell Roberts

The Hyena in the background is still “laughing” at the Cinnamon
Creek TBoT shoot!

North Tx TBoT Rep, Todd Smith, presenting Josh Freedman with
one of his First Place Buckles in the Youth Divisions at the Cinnamon Creek TBoT shoot.

It looks like someone made a really fine shot on the Buffalo at the
Hill Country Shootout! Congrats on a great shot.

Let your sponsors know you appreciate them.
Tell them you saw their ad in the
TBoT Newsletter.
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THE FUTURE OF OUR SPORT!
A bunch of kids at the practice range at the Memphis TBoT shoot.
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Thanks
To everyone who had a part, large or small, in the presentation of the Bob Lee Signature Bow at Stick Bow. I thank you
for this much appreciated gift. I will look forward to my first
hunt with this bow. For years I have always wanted to own
one, due to the respect I have for Mr. Lee and his family. The
bow is a beautiful work of art. Now, if I can just slow down
long enough to shoot it. It is not often you can sit with one of
the legends of your chosen sport and be able to ask about and
listen to the stories of the early days of archery in the United
States and its development.
Glen Bryant told me afterwards that this was started after
Stick Bow last year, so I am proud that I have been so honored by my peers. Nan will enjoy the gift card that you gave
her. I know it will be put to great use by her.
Bill and Nan Decker.

TBoT member, Glenn Bryant, presenting Bill and Nan Decker with
gifts of appreciation for all the work they do organizing the Glen
Parker Memorial Shoot in Chester. Bill was presented with a Bob
Lee bow and Nan received a nice gift certificate. Thanks again, for
all you do, Bill and Nan!
11
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Stick Bow 2011
By: Bill Decker
25 years and still moving on! It is amazing how time
flies when you are having fun! Everyone who works at
putting on a shoot will understand when I say it is a labor of love. I could not put on this shoot without a lot of
dedicated help; Carl, Virginia, and Mona on registration,
Carrie and Nicole with the raffle, David, Bill R., Buster,
PR, Tommy and many others that volunteer their time
and efforts. With God’s blessing, another 25 years, then
I can be like Joe, come and sit, watch and enjoy watching others, and shoot if I want to! This year we were
blessed with 421 participates, who shot a great course
with beautiful weather. It was a great time to renew
friendships, catch up on the latest news, but more importantly, meeting and making new friends. It is amazing to
watch kids grow up over the years (making secret raids
on the concession stand, who would do that?) and some
even are now married with kids of their own. Some of
you are getting old!
Friday night started with the largest group ever to stay
on the grounds, with the cabins running at 60% full. Saturday morning started off cool and clear with a great
turn out. Many shooters participated in the various novelty events and the aerial competition that afternoon.
Saturday night you had a choice of shooting the night
shoot or sitting under the trees picking and grinning.
There is some great singing, picking and grinning talent
that meet and get together now for several years. Sunday started off clear and cold, with temperature in the
low 50’s; after a beautiful day of shooting, the shoot
came to a close with the awards and raffle. Over
$11,000 was raised that will be distributed to the camp
and cancer research. Thank you to all who came, see
you next year, and remember we are the week after
Mother’s Day.

The buffalo at Chester was
“out there”, even for the
younger archers!

The novelty shoots at Chester
were a test of skill and a load
of fun too!

Max Meuir makes a
good shot on the “flying
carp” at Chester.

Mr. Joe, taking it all
in, at the Chester
shoot.
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The 2011 Aransas National Wildlike Refuge archery hunt dates are Oct 1-9. The IBEP Class at the Refuge is Sept 17-18, and regular scouting Sept 24-25-30. To get your $60 over the counter hunt permit call the Refuge at 361-286-3559, For information on the IBEP Class call
Danny at 361-222-1152. Aransas National Wildlike Refuge is reporting dry conditions at this time.

LEGISLATIVE NOTES
Following are the only changes to the 2011-12 hunting season that I have been able to locate. In a nutshell, the
changes (both re: turkey hunting) are to temporarily close Eastern turkey hunting in 15 East Texas Counties and to
include bearded Rio Grande hens in 4 bag limit counties. If anyone is aware of others, please drop me a line and I
will do my best to do some more digging. Also a big thank you to Dena Kana (President LSBA), who has been
showing me the ropes with regard to finding information on pending legislation.
Dusty Hundt…TBoT Legislative Representative…mhundt@swbell.net
Effective for the 2012 season, the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department is closing spring turkey hunting in the following 15 East Texas counties in response to low populations and harvest numbers: Cherokee, Delta, Gregg, Hardin, Houston, Hunt, Liberty, Montgomery, Rains, Rusk, San Jacinto, Shelby, Smith, Tyler and Walker. In all,
Texas has 43 counties that offer Eastern spring hunting. This still leaves 28 counties that will continue the spring
hunting season at least for one more year.
Closing spring turkey seasons in these counties will enable biologists to reassess Eastern turkey restoration efforts
in areas affected.
Also effective for the 2012 season, TPWD is delaying spring Eastern turkey hunting in the remaining counties having an open season by two weeks, to run from April 15-May 14 beginning in 2012. Biologists say the delay gives
hens time to begin nesting prior to the season opening. Just a little more help for the counties that need a boost.
Beginning in 2012, hunters may harvest any bearded Rio Grande turkey during the spring season in all counties
having a bag limit of four turkeys. TPWD has determined the Rio Grande turkey population in Texas is large and
stable, and since bearded hens constitute less than 5 percent of the total hen population, allowing harvest of
bearded hens during the spring season would not have a negative impact on the population.
TPWD is also proposing to clarify that Managed Lands Deer permits for mule deer are valid during the archeryonly season for the take of mule deer by means of archery equipment. This recommended change would clear up
any confusion as to when MLDPs can be used for mule deer. 4/22/11
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Mr. & Mrs. Bud Murphy at the awards ceremony at the Hill Country Shootout.
TBoT members always love to cut up and have fun!
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TRADITIONAL HARVESTS!

Jerry Bischoffberger with a 165# boar taken on 3/24/11 in McMullen
County with a Sarrels Blueridge longbow.

LSBA Youth Hunt at Bugscuffle Ranch, October 9-10, 2010
Fallow Buck taken by Cody Erickson at 14 yards with a
Foley takedown Recurve 64in long, 50lb @ 28in, Beman
340 arrows with a 200 grain two blade muzzy phantom
broadhead.

Frank Porter took this nice 8 point buck using a
Predator longbow, wooden arrow, and 125gr
Snuffer broadhead.
16
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TBoT Representatives

TBoT Officers
PRESIDENT: Wm.H. (Bud) Murphy, Jr.
1762 Shady La.
Lucas, Tx 75002
972-742-4594
hodat1957@yahoo.com

EAST TEXAS: Buster Stiebing
P.O. Box 1836
Kountz, TX 77625
409-554-2259
chalkeyeb@aol.com

VICE PRESIDENT.: Bryant Stein
3419 Roaring Creek St.
Spring, Tx 77380-2435
713-628-0121
brenda.stein@sbcglobal.net

NORTH TEXAS: Todd Smith
1764 Shady Lane
Lucas, TX 75002
469-853-5670
todd.moah@gmail.com

SECRETARY: Brenda Stein
3419 Roaring Creek St.
Spring, Tx 77380-2435
713-628-2435
brenda.stein@sbcglobal.net

NORTHEAST TEXAS: Gene Bohannon
5609 Pennell Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76135
817-201-4369
genebohannon@gmail.com

TREASURER: Sandy Stein
7173 fawn Oaks Ridge
Iola, Tx 77861
936-394-1909
281-460-7189
wolfgangll@aol.com

SOUTH TEXAS: Glenn Buckhorn
402 Dawnview
San Antonio, Tx 78213
210-308-8969 home
210-559-8266 cell
firehot66@grandecom.net

RANGE CAPTAIN.: Pat Handley
199 La Marita Rd.
Asherton, Tx 78727
830-876-5324
pchandley@hotmail.com

WEST TEXAS: Butch Gleghorn
4902 Greenbriar St., #93
San Angelo, TX 76904-7536
(325) 944-3517

PAST PRESIDENT/CONSULTANT: Deebie Keeling
928 Hwy 337 W.
Vanderpool, Tx 78885
830-966-5185
210-414-1955
keelingdeb@aol.com

REPRESENTATIVE AT LARGE: Tim Harvey
P.O.Box 119
Romayor, TX 77368
281-592-2290 cell 936-327-0316
bowjunky@aol.com
REPRESENTATIVE CHAIRMAN: Chris Flinn
20703 Woodcloster Ln.
Houston, TX 77073
832-888-4798
clflinn1@yahoo.com
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***ATTENTION ALL TBoT MEMBERS***
TBoT Membership rates will increase on 1/1/2012.
All memberships (except Life memberships) will increase as follows:
Individual - 1Yr=$20 3yr=$40
Family - 1yr=$25 3yr=$55
Business - 1yr=$35 3yr=$80
Renew before 1/1/2012 to avoid the increase.
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